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Philology
The Traditional Arabic Typecase, Unicode,
TEX and METAFONT
Yannis Haralambous∗
1 Introduction
The first Arabic book, a 5 × 11 cm volume titled
Pi*Ðsw² (Book of the prayer of hours),
was printed in 1514 by Grégoire de Grégoire in
Venice and Fano, under the protection of Pope Leo
the 10th [1, p. 18 – 19]. It took about two cen-
turies for Arabic book printing to move to the East:
in 1727 the Ottoman printing agency was founded
in Constantinople and started printing using Dutch
types and technology [8, p. 156]. A similar institu-
tion was founded in Cairo in 1821.
Undoubtedly a script like the Arabic one, hav-
ing deep roots in calligraphy, was rather difficult
to adapt to typography, a technique where strict
standardization and repetition of forms is neces-
sary. When Aldus Manutius created the first italic
font in 1501, out of manuscript calligraphic forms,
he made a certain number of choices—and these
choices became a standard for occidental typogra-
phy. Similar choices had to be made for Arabic:
calligraphy had to be “tamed”, so that the results
would be homogeneous, reproducible, and flexible
enough to be pleasant to the eye.
This standardization took place in 1906, in
Cairo, when the 
8
ôTAâÏ
8
¢A± (’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya)
typecase is defined. This typecase (see fig. 1),
divided in four parts (as opposed to “upper” and
“lower” case of the Occident), uses a total of 470
characters. Astonishing as it may seem, this typeset-
ting system has been kept in use until today: books
typeset in a traditional way, all around the Arabic
world, are still using the same set of characters, and
the same conventions and rules.1 In fig. 1, the reader
can see the four parts of this typecase.
The reader knowing the technical limitations
of computerized typesetting can already imagine
the effect of computers on the Arabic script: not
being able to cope with the complexity of the Cairo
typecase, the computer industry has tried (and was
∗ The author would like to thank Michel Goossens, for—
among other things—having given him access to [11], an
extremely exciting book which has motivated this and forth-
coming developments.
1 In [4, p. 102 – 103], a book published in 1880 (!) the
reader can find 30 rules for typesetting Arabic, which are still
strictly applied today by traditional typographers.
finally able) to impose new standards of simplified
typesetting,2 most of the time covering only the fun-
damental properties of Arabic script, without any
typographical enhancement. Was it the computers,
which have simplified Arabic printed script, or was
it a deeper change in Arabic society and mental-
ity? This is hard to say; nevertheless, even today,
commercial computer typesetting systems are—a
few isolated exceptions apart—unable to reach the
typographic quality of ’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya. In
fig. 2, one can see different samples of printed Arabic
material, showing the evolution and simplification
of Arabic script; these examples are extreme cases:
the first one is taken from a scholarly book printed
in Lebanon (it contains almost all ligatures of the
’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya typecase), the second from a
technical book printed in East Germany (a fewer
number of ligatures), and the third from a daily
newspaper printed in the U.K. (almost no ligatures).
This paper describes the author’s solution to
this problem: Ï¢  (Al-Amal), a typesetting system
based on TEX (actually TEX--XET), emulating the
’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya typecase. This system (already
presented in [6] and [7]), has been recently extended
to the complete set of Unicode Arabic alphabet
characters; problems and open questions arising
from this extension are discussed at the end of the
paper.
2 The Cairo typecase
Arabic letters have contextual forms, depending on
surrounding letters in the same word: a typical three
letter word will start with a letter in initial form,
followed by a letter in medial form and, finally, by a
letter in final form (the hypothetical word consisting
of three times the letter ‘gha’ is written G ). A
fourth form is used for isolated letters (this is also
the form used in crosswords or Scrabble-like games,
where letters have to placed in boxes, indepedently
of their context). Some letters appear only in iso-
lated and final form (and sometimes even only in
isolated form), so that the letters immediately fol-
lowing them must be written in initial (or isolated)
form, although they are located inside the word.
These are the basic contextual rules of the
Arabic script: they are independent of style and
medium, and are applied in all cases, without ex-
ception; they are as basic as the dot on the Latin
lowercase ‘i’, or the horizontal bar of the ‘t’.
But besides these contextual forms, ’Almaṫāb‘
al’amārya also combines letters into ligatures, not
2 For more information on the Arabic script and the
computer see also [3] and [10].
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Figure 1: The Cairo typecase—cases 1 (left, bottom), 2 (left, top), 3 (right, top) and 4 (right, bottom)
unlike the ‘f’ + ‘i’ → ‘fi’ phenomenon in Latin al-
phabet typesetting. In fig. 3, the reader can compare
the same text with and without ligatures. The first
case is more-or-less the best one can obtain from
a standard commercial Macintosh and Windows-
based Arabic typesetting system. The text of the
second figure is typeset in Ï¢  (Al-Amal), a type-
setting system developped by the author, and based
upon the combined use of a Lex/Yacc preprocessor,
TEX andMETAFONT; it follows the traditional type-
setting rules of the ’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya typecase.
3 Typesetting rules for the Cairo typecase
In this section we give a short description of the most
important ligatures and variant characters found in
the Cairo ’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya typecase, and their
use. This set of rules is described in [4, p. 102 – 103]
and has been confirmed by careful examination of
various printed texts of different origin. In fig. 3
the reader can compare the same text (actually
the text of the first example of fig. 2) typeset via
the Al-Amal system, with and without ’Almaṫāb‘
al’amārya ligatures.
In the following we start by giving the manda-
tory ligatures (those that are part of every font),
then we give the second level ligatures (those that
are characteristic of the Cairo typecase), and finally
we give the variant characters (form changes applied
to single characters). By “foo-like”, where “foo” is
some common Arabic letter, we mean all charac-
ters having the same base form as letter “foo” but
different dots and other diacritics (for example, the
ba-like family is the set of characters , , 
, Ä,
etc.).
After each entry of our list we give the coordi-
nates of the type positions in the Cairo ’Almaṫāb‘
al’amārya typecase (see fig. 1). These coordinates
are notated in the following chess-like way: (a)
the number of case (1 – 4), (b) the column (A–N,
counting from right to left3 with a subscript when
the slot is splitted into two parts, the first part being
the one on the right), (c) the row, (1 – 8 counting
bottom to top).
3.1 Mandatory ligatures
L1. a lam-like letter followed by an alif-like letter:
Ï, iyÐ , Ï
8
í$0 , etc. 1E3, 1E4, 1F3, 2A2,
2A11.
L2. the second part of the word Allah (God): M .
4A8.
3.2 Typographical ligatures
L3. a lam-like letter followed by meem: ôA , ý"° ,
ý# , ð, etc. 1B8, 2E4, 2F4, 2G4.
L4. a ba-like letter followed by a ra-like one:   ,  ,
º , etc. 2B1, 2C1, 2D1, 2E1.
3 Remember, we are reading from right to left!
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Figure 2: Samples of printed Arabic: Beirut 1963 (top), Leipzig 1981 (left), London 1992 (right).
L5. a ba-like letter followed by a final noon-like one:
#0 , lsT$0 , !0 , etc. 2F1, 2K2.
L6. a lam-like letter followed by a ha-like one: 2H1,
2I1.
L7. a ba-like letter followed by a ya-like one: H ,
kK , 
8
w9 , etc. 2J1, 2K1.
L8. a gim-like letter followed by meem: h¦ , s, etc.
2L1.
L9. a lam-like letter followed by a gim-like, and
eventually a meem: Å , ÅA¡ , Åm , etc. 2M1,
2N1.
L10. a ba-like letter followed by a ha-like: âh£ , ãhl  ,
çhlw­ , etc. 2F2, 2G2.
L11. a ba-like letter followed by meem: t ,   , ¢#r ,
# , ¢q4 , 4 , A , óA , etc. 2H2, 2I2, 2J2.
L12. a ba-like letter followed by a gim-like one, and
eventually a meem: A , 	 , ¦ , ª ,  , ü ,
etc. 2L2, 2M2, 2N2.
L13. a lam-like letter followed by a ya-like one: 
8
 ,
etc. 2C4, 2D4.
L14. a kaf-like letter followed by an alif-like, or a
lam-like, or a final kaf-like:  *
8
 ,  / , H ,
etc. Such a two-letter ligature can be extended
to a three-letter or even four-letter ligature,
by adding a ya-like letter, or a ha-like letter,
or lam-like letter, or lam-alif-like ligature, etc.:
 $ ,  /¡ ,  "A , etc. 3H2, 3I2, 3L4, 3M4, 3H5,
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Figure 3: Samples of text typeset with Al-Amal, with (top) and without (bottom) Cairo typecase
ligatures
3I5, 3J5, 3K5, 3L5, 3M5, 3N5, 3L6, 3M6,
3N6, 3K8, 3M8.
L15. a ba-like letter, followed by a meem and a gim-
like letter: 3L2, 3M2, 3N2.
L16. a lam-like letter followed by a lam-like letter
and eventually by a meem or a gim-like letter:
3E3, 3F3, 3G3, 3E6, 3F6, 3G6.
L17. a kaf-like letter followed by a meem and even-
tually other letters: @ , K , V, A¤ , etc. 3H3,
3I3, 3J3, 3K3, 3L3, 3M3, 3H6, 3I6, 3J6,
3K6, 3L6, 3M6.
L18. a meem followed by a gim-like letter and even-
tually a meem: Éd , É , Éü , etc. 3E4, 3F4,
3G4, 3E5, 3F5, 3G5.
L19. a ṡad-like, ha-like, fa-like or kaf-like letter fol-
lowed by a gim-like one: ®r , ¯ , µ  , µr , ½r ,
etc. 3H7, 3I7, 3J7, 3K7, 3L7, 3M7, 3H8,
3I8, 3J8, 4I3.
L20. a ba-like, or lam-like, followed by meem, or a
meem followed by a ba-like, followed by meem,
or a lam-like followed by two meems: 4C11,
4A2, 4B2.
L21. a sin-like, or ṡad-like, or fa-like, or ayn-like, or
gim-like, followed by a gim-like and eventually
by a meem:  f  ,  , ¡Ð¤ , © , ª , ®r , ¯ , ²  ,
² , ³r , ²m° , µm , etc. table 4, columns L –
N, rows 2 – 8 and columns H –K, rows 2 –
4.
L22. a lam-like letter or lam-meem-like ligature, fol-
lowed by a gim-like letter, and eventually a
meem: Å , ÅA¡ , Ê , Ê , Åm , etc. 4C3, 4H6.
L23. the name “Mohammad” Émd 4B8.
3.3 Variant forms
V1. an initial ba-like letter in front of a sin-like,
ṡad-like, ayin-like, waw-like or ha-like one grows
higher: âsm , ã`ly , äw , åhö , æw¥A¤ , etc. 2H6,
2I6, 2J6, 2K6, 3A18, 3B18.
V2. a medial ba-like letter between two ba-like let-
ters, or in front of a sin-like letter grows higher:
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ëb , ê	 ,  æ , ãstî	 , qyî , ¢tîsr , etc. 2H5,
2I5, 2J5, 2K5, 3A28, 3B28, 3A7, 3B7, 3C7,
3D7, 3E7.
V3. an initial or medial gim-like letter in front of an
alif-like or lam-like letter takes a rounder closed
form: ñly  , òA	 , ôA± , etc. 1K3, 1K4, 1L3,
1L4, 1M3, 1M4.
V4. an initial meem in front of a ra-like letter, a
ha-like letter or a ya-like letter gets smaller and
non-hollow: àõâ , àh  , 
8
à² , etc. 4C8, 4D8.
V5. a ra-like letter following a gim-like, ṫa-like, ayn-
like, fa-like, kaf-like, ha-like letter or a meem,
takes a more calligraphic form: rj , õõ ,
õ , õ8 , ö , ö¢ , õ , ¾õâª , ¨õ , etc.
2L5, 2M5.
4 Porting the Cairo case to Unicode
The first plane of ISO 10646-1, also known as
Unicode, provides characters for the following lan-
guages: Arabic (modern and classical), Farsi, Urdu,
Pashto, Sindhi, Ottoman Turkish, Baluchi, Kash-
miri, Kazakh, Lahnda, Dargwa, Uighur, Turkic,
Berber, Hausa, Malay, Adighe, Ingush, Kirghiz
[12].4
Similarly to European languages which have
diacritized letters of the Latin alphabet to adapt
them to their phonetic needs, the languages stated in
the previous paragraph have added diacritics to the
letters of the basic Arabic alphabet. There is a slight
difference though: historically, Arabic alphabet was
first written without dots;5 so in a sense, dots are
already “diacritics”. It is only natural that these
languages have first tried to use new combinations
of dots and letter forms: almost every combination
of basic form and sets of one, two, three, or even
four dots, over or under the word has been used to
obtain new characters.
The author has expanded the Ï¢  system to
cover all these characters derived from the basic
Arabic script; in fig. 4 the reader can see an example
of Sindhi text (kindly provided to the author by
4 This set of characters is quite complete; nevertheless,
the author encountered characters not provided in Unicode,
in four cases: for typesetting the Qur’ān, a ba-like letter
without dot is needed [2, p. 102 – 103] (one new character),
for typesetting old manuscripts, all characters are needed
without dots (2 new characters, in ba-like and qaf-like forms),
Salem Chaker’s proposal for the transcription of Berber into
Arabic script [5] (one new character), and Ahmed Lakhdar’s
proposal for the writing of African languages [9] (7 new
characters and 6 new diacritics).
5 Take for example letters  (‘b’),  (‘t’), 
 (‘th’ like
in ‘thought’); they differ only by the number and position of
dots. Originally, these letters were all written without dots,
and the reader had to guess their pronounciation from the
context(!).
Prof. Aqha, Univ. of Illinois) typeset in Al-Amal.
In most of the cases, the extension to Unicode has
been a straightforward task. Nevertheless, in some
cases the fact of applying a ligature or even just a
contextual form similar to those of the basic Arabic
alphabet brought up ambiguities. These will be
discussed below.
4.1 Cases where contextuality leads to
confusion between characters
1. Letters fa and qaf. In basic Arabic, letters fa
 (and its artificial derivative va ³) and qaf 
have different forms: the former is longer and
flatter, while the latter is rounder and deeper.
This difference is visible only in the isolated and
final forms: compare f and q . Since
these letters differ mainly in the number of dots
(one for fa, two for qaf, three for va), the shape
difference is of minor importance, and in some
modern Arabic typefaces it is totally ignored.
The problems arise with Unicode characters
06A7 (arabic letter qaf with dot above)
and 06A8 (arabic letter qaf with three
dots above), which use the basic shape of
letter qaf, and have the same number of dots
as fa and va. These characters are used in
Maghribi Arabic. In initial and medial forms,
as well as in ligatures involving these forms,
they are indistinguishable from the basic Arabic
letters fa and va.
2. Letters ta, noon and ya. In basic Arabic,
letters ta  and noon ¤ have different forms:
the former is longer and flatter and the latter is
rounder and deeper. Once again, the difference
can only be seen in isolated and initial forms:
compare ë	 and ¤¥í¦ . Since these letters
differ mainly in the number of dots (one above
for noon, two above for ta, etc.) the shape
difference is of minor importance.
Unicode characters 06BB (arabic letter
rnoon), 06BD (arabic letter noon with
three dots above) use the letter form of the
Arabic noon and the dots of the Urdu letter
tteh and the Arabic letter tha. These letters
are used in Sindhi and Malay. Their initial and
medial forms, as well as all ligatures involving
initial and medial forms are indistinguishable
from the Urdu and Arabic counterparts.
The situation is even more complicated since
the Arabic letter ya ± shares the same initial
and medial forms as ba, noon and friends: ±
®î² . Nevertheless, the isolated and final forms
of this letter are significantly different from
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Figure 4: Sindhi text typeset in Al-Amal
those of the ba and noon letter shapes. Once
again, in basic Arabic the number and position
of dots is sufficient for determining the letter
(ya carries two horizontaly aligned dots below).
Unicode character 067B (arabic letter
beeh) has the form of ba and carries two ver-
tically aligned dots below; this is also the case
of 06D0 (arabic letter e) which carries the
same set of dots, but has the form of an Arabic
ya. Furthermore, 06D1 (arabic letter yeh
with three dots below) carries three dots
below, exactly as does Arabic letter tha: the
former has the letter form of a ya, while the
latter the one of a ba.
3. Arabic and Sindhi letters kaf. In Arabic,
the letter kaf is written with an oblique ascender
stroke in initial and medial form, and with a
hamza-like diacritic in final and isolated form.
Sindhi uses a kaf-like letter 06A9 (arabic let-
ter keheh) which has oblique ascender strokes
in all forms and no hamza-like diacritic. This
letter is indistinguishable from the Arabic kaf,
in initial and medial forms, as well as in all
ligatures involving these forms.
4.2 Cases where ligatures obstruct proper
diacritization of characters
1. The Pashto ring (as in ) is incompatible with
the ba-like + gim-like ligature (for example  )
and the initial/isolated ba-like + meem ligature
(for example ). Either the ring must be
designed like “a drop that hangs”—a dubious
esthetic result—or the ligature must be broken.
The author has tried to design a ligature of
isolated form , but the result is not entirely
satisfying.
2. The Uighur character è 0675 (arabic letter
high hamza alef) can hardly take part in a
lam-alef-like ligature: the hamza would be too
far to the right.6
3. The fact that ’Almaṫāb‘ al’amārya ligatures
have been designed without taking into account
Indic characters, makes many ligatures with
non-standard dots ambiguous: is » the combi-
nation of t and  (06A5 arabic letter feh
with three dots below and the standard
Arabic h
¯
ah) or of × and ¹ (06A1 arabic let-
ter dotless feh and 0686 arabic letter
tcheh)? Theoretically, one can distinguish
them by slightly moving the dots to the right
in the former case (» vs. ¸ ); but still the two
forms are very close graphically, and it may be
difficult to the reader to distinguish them at
first sight.
5 Technical details
5.1 Preprocessing
The extended Al-Amal system consists of four mod-
ules, as shown in fig. 5:
1. re-encoding into the (extended) Unicode encod-
ing;
2. standard contextual analysis and processing of
the mandatory ligatures;
6 Not to mention the fact that in the Qur’ān one finds
a lam-alef ligature with a central hamza, not included in
Unicode.
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Re-encoding
to Unicode
Contextual
analysis
Cairo
typecase
ligatures
Preparation
to output
Typesetting
Input
Output
Typesetting without ligatures
Typesetting with ligatures
Figure 5: The Al-Amal internal structure
3. Cairo typecase ligatures processing (optional);
and
4. output preparation (conversion into TEX code).
The first three modules are independent of TEX.
To avoid ligatures one simply removes module 3
from the processing chain. Preprocessors have been
written in C, using Flex and Bison tools: writing a
grammar for Arabic ligatures avoids tedious pattern
matching.
5.2 The fonts
The Al-Amal have been designed in the METAFONT
language, to benefit from the maximum possibilities
of optical scaling. Many ligatures have been split in
several parts and are re-combined by TEX (this is es-
sentially the task of the preprocessor module). One
can consider these fonts as glyph containers, provid-
ing glyphs which TEX combines into characters and
ligatures. This approach has allowed minimization
of storage space and time needed for design the font.
The author was able to produce all possible Cairo
typecase ligatures on the Unicode Arabic character
set, using only six 8-bit (partially filled) font tables,7
consisting of less than 1500 glyphs. See tables 1 – 6.
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"x0 "x1 "x2 "x3 "x4 "x5 "x6 "x7
"1x        
       
"2x  ! " % '
( ) , - . /
"3x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 : ; < > ?
"4x @ A C D E F G
H I K L M N O
"5x P Q R S T U V W
X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _
"6x ` a b c d e f g
h j k l m n
"7x p q r s t u v w
x y z { | } ~
"8x        
       
"9x        
       
"Ax   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ §
¨ © ª « ¬ ­ ®
"Bx ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·
¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿
"Cx À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç
È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï
"Dx Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö ×
Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ ß
"Ex à á â ã ä å æ ç
è é ê ë ì í î ï
"Fx ð ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷
ø ù ú û ü ý þ ÿ
"x8 "x9 "xA "xB "xC "xD "xE "xF
Table 1: Table of the amal0-10 font (Basic glyphs).
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"x0 "x1 "x2 "x3 "x4 "x5 "x6 "x7
"1x        
       
"2x  ! " # $ % & '
( ) * + , - . /
"3x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 : ; < = > ?
"4x @ A B C D E F G
H I J K L M N O
"5x P Q R S T U V W
X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _
"6x ` a b c d e f g
h i j k l m n o
"7x p q r s t u v w
x y z { | } ~ 
"8x        
       
"9x        
       
"Ax   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ §
¨ © ª « ¬ ­ ® ¯
"Bx ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·
¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿
"Cx À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç
È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï
"Dx Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö ×
Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ
"Ex à á â ã ä å æ ç
è é ê ë ì í î ï
"Fx ð ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷
ø ù ú û ü ý þ ÿ
"x8 "x9 "xA "xB "xC "xD "xE "xF
Table 2: Table of the amal1-10 font (Ligatures I).
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"x0 "x1 "x2 "x3 "x4 "x5 "x6 "x7
"1x        
       
"2x  ! " # $ % & '
( ) * + , - . /
"3x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 : ; < = > ?
"4x @ A B C D E F G
H I J K L M N O
"5x P Q R S T U V W
X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _
"6x ` a b c d e f g
h i j k l m n o
"7x p q r s t u v w
x y z { | } ~ 
"8x        
       
"9x        
       
"Ax   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ §
¨ © ª « ¬ ­ ® ¯
"Bx ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·
¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿
"Cx À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç
È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï
"Dx Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö ×
Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ ß
"Ex à á â ã ä å æ ç
è é ê ë ì í î ï
"Fx ð ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷
ø ù ú û ü ý þ ÿ
"x8 "x9 "xA "xB "xC "xD "xE "xF
Table 3: Table of the amal2-10 font (Ligatures II).
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"x0 "x1 "x2 "x3 "x4 "x5 "x6 "x7
"1x        
       
"2x  ! " # $ % & '
( ) * + , - . /
"3x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 : ; < = > ?
"4x @ A B C D E F G
H I J K L M N O
"5x P Q R S T U V W
X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _
"6x ` a b c d e f g
h i j k l m n o
"7x p q r s t u v w
x y z { | } ~ 
"8x        
       
"9x        
       
"Ax   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ §
¨ © ª « ¬ ­ ® ¯
"Bx ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·
¸ ¹ º » ¼ ½ ¾ ¿
"Cx À Á Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç
È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï
"Dx Ð Ñ Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö ×
Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ ß
"x8 "x9 "xA "xB "xC "xD "xE "xF
Table 4: Table of the amal3-10 font (Ligatures III).
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"x0 "x1 "x2 "x3 "x4 "x5 "x6 "x7
"1x        
       
"2x  ! " # $ % & '
( ) * + , - . /
"3x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 : ; < = > ?
"4x @ A B C D E F G
H I J K L M N O
"5x P Q R S T U V W
X Y Z [ \ ] ^ _
"6x ` a b c d e f g
h i j k l m n o
"7x p q r s t u v w
x y z { | } ~ 
"8x        
       
"9x        
       
"x8 "x9 "xA "xB "xC "xD "xE "xF
Table 5: Table of the amal4-10 font (Ligatures IV).
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"x0 "x1 "x2 "x3 "x4 "x5 "x6 "x7
"1x        

"2x  ! " # $ % & '
( ) * + , - . /
"3x 0 1 2 3 4
8 9 : ; < = > ?
"4x @ A B C D E
"5x
"6x
h i j k l m n o
"7x p q r s t
"x8 "x9 "xA "xB "xC "xD "xE "xF
Table 6: Table of the amalf-10 font (Vowels and diacritics).
